David Sloan (Diné), David Sloan Architects
Introduction to Indigenous Architecture—
Featuring the works of Lou Weller (Caddo)

Duane Blue Spruce (Laguna/Okay Owengey)
George Gustav Heye Center, NYC
Creating a Native Place — The Design and Construction
of the National Museum of the American Indian in Washington DC

Peter Nabokov, Culture & World Arts, UCLA
Dwellings At The Source—Native American Architecture

Patrick Stewart (Nisga’a, British Columbia)
Stewart Architect
The use of Traditional Knowledge in Design

Donna House (Diné), Ethnobiologist
Habitat and Ecology

Johnpaul Jones (Cherokee-Choctaw)
Jones & Jones Architects
Indigenous Design: Emerging Gifts

Regional Practitioners’ Colloquium

Ms. Michael Fredericks (Yu’pik Alaskan)
RIM First People Architects
Participatory Design – The Story of the User

Brian McCormack (Nez Perce)
McCormack Landscape Architect
Contemporary & Traditional Aesthetics in Landscape

Student Colloquium
Lynn Paxson, Iowa State University (facilitator)

Leonie Sandercock, University of British Columbia
Finding our Way (beyond Canada’s apartheid): film and social transformation (SW Premier Screening)

Brian Vallo (Acoma Pueblo) & Barbara Felix, Felix Architecture & Design
Sky City Cultural Center and Haaku Museum: A Community-Based Project

Dennis Sun Rhodes (Northern Arapaho)
Great Horse Group, PLLC
A Lifetime of Native American Architecture:
Building Towards the Indigenous Millennium

fall 2010
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